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To all whom, it may concern. 
7 Be it known that I, J osnrrr SHELINE, a citi 

zen of the United States, residing in the town-, 
ship of Valinia, in the county of‘ Cass and 
State of Michigan, have inventedcertain new 
and useful Improvements in Mechanical Move 
ments, of which the following is a speci?ca 

‘ tion. - ' ' 

This invention relates to improvements in 
mechanlcal movements. 7 ' V ' 

The objects of this invention are, ?rst, to 
‘ provide an improved mechanical movement 
’ adapted to convert reciprocatory into rotary 
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motion, or vice versa, which may be quickly 
adjusted to drive a shaft in either direction; 
second, to provide an improved mechanical 
movement adapted to convert reciprocatory} 
into rotary motion, or vice versa, which is 
simple and compact in structure and strong’ 
and durable and not likely to get out of re 
pair. _ 

‘ Further objects and objects relating to struc 
tural details will de?nitely appear from the 
detailed description‘, to follow. 

I accomplish the objects of my invention 
by the devices and means described in the fol 
lowing speci?cation. 
The invention is clearly defined and pointed 

out in the claims _ 
A structure embodying the features of my‘ 

invention is clearly illustrated in ‘the accom 
panying drawings,forminga part of-this's'peci- _ 
?cation, in which— a 
Figure l is a detail sectional view of my im- ' 

proved mechanical movement, taken on a line 
corresponding to line 1 1 of Fig. 2. Fig. 2 is 
a detail longitudinal sectional View taken on 
a line corresponding to line 2 2 of Fig.- 1, por 
tions being shown in full lines to show their 
structure. Fig. 3 is a detail cross-sectional view 
taken on a line corresponding to line 3 3 of 
Figs. 1 and 4:, showing details of the connect 
ing means for the pinions B’ to the shaft B, 

- the rocker c and its bearing being shown in 
full lines. Fig. 4: isja detail sectional view 
taken‘ on lineli 4:' of Fig. 3, portions of the 
locking means being shown‘ in full lines. Fig. 
5 is an ‘enlarged detail side elevational view of 
the shaft B, showing the chamber G therein 
to receive parts of the mechanism for connect 

the pinions. 

ing the pinions B’ thereto. Fig. 6 is an en 
larged perspective view of one of the keys 0?. 
Fig. 7 is an enlarged perspective view of one ' 
of the rock-shafts E by which the‘ trip-pinsc 
are carried. ‘ 
In the drawings the sectional‘views are 

taken looking in the direction of the little 
arrows at the ends- of " the sectionslines,_and 
similar letters of reference refer'to similar 
parts throughout ‘the severalviews. . 

Referring to the drawings, a yoke-like head 
A is provided. This head .is secured to the 
pitman A’ I. I ‘ _ _ 

B is the shaft, whichmay either be a driven 
or a driving-shaft, according to the use de 
sired. Mounted side by side on the shaft B 
are a pair of mutilated pinions ‘B’. These 
pinions are adapted to be alternately connect 
ed to the shaft B. The means by which this 
is accomplished will ' be hereinafter pointed 

The pinions B’ are provided with gear 
teeth b-on one-half their circumference. These 
teeth are out within the perimeter of the pin 
ion, so that the pinions afford an even sup 
port for the head, which is provided with suit 
able ways to receive the same and is adapted 
to reciprocate thereon‘. The head A is pro—_ 
vided with racks (0, adapted to mesh with the 
teeth 6 of the pinions B’. These racks are 
oppositely arranged—that is, one is arranged 
on the upper side of the head and the other 
on- the lower. The pinions B’_ are alternately 

' connected to the shaft 113 by‘ the'sliding keys 
7 d, which are seated in the chamber G, formed 
‘in the shaft,‘ as ‘clearly appears in the draw 
ings. I ‘A 

In the bottom of the chamberG,‘ mounted 
upon a suitable bearing-blockc', is the rocker 
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0, against which the inner ends of the keys cl . . 
resta Thus supported when one of the keys 
d is in its inner position the other key must 
of necessity be in its outer position. The 
keys (Z are notched to straddle the ‘rocker 0, 
so that the rocker is held'in position on its 
bearing. Radial slots 6 are formed through 

The keys d are. adapted to pro 
ject into these slots when in their outer posi 
tion, and thereby secure the pinions to the 
shaft. As before remarked, the keys (Z are 
alternately held in their outer or engaging 
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position, so that the pinions are alternately 
secured to the shaft. 

Slidably secured within the slots 6 by the 
pins c', which engage slots c" therein, are blocks 
d’. The inner ends of these blocks rest 
against the keys (Z. 
At each end of the head A. is a rock-shaft 

E, having a pair of inwardly-projecting arms 
6 thereon. (See Figs. 1, 2, and 3.) Cross 
arms E’ are secured to projecting ends of the 
rock-shafts E. These cross-arms are con 
nected by links E”, so that the rock-shafts 
are actuated in unison. One of the arms 6 on 
each of the rock-shafts E projects into the 
path of the pinions B’ and striking the sliding 
blocks (Z’ force the same inward, thereby forc 
ing the key d inward, releasing one pinion 
from the shaft and through the rocker 0 se 
curing'the other thereto. On the ‘opposite 
ends of the stroke the trip acts in the same 
manner, releasing the one pinion and securing 
the other. The shaft is thus driven continu 
ously in one direction. The trips or arms 0 
are arranged on the shafts E so that when 
one of them is thrown up into position in one 
of the ways the other is thrown down. When 
it is desired to change the direction in which 
the shaft is driven, the trips are shifted, which 
reverses the connection of the pinions—that 
is, the pinions will be connected to the shaft at 
opposite ends of the stroke than when the 
trips were in the ?rst position. The direction 
is by this means very quickly changed as de— 
sired. The ways are formed in the head A 
by securing a pin f therein, so that the pin 
ions are separated thereby and travel along 
each side of the same, as clearly appears in 
Fig. 3. 
My improved mechanical movement is very 

compact and simple in structure and is not 
likely to get out of repair. The same may be 
quickly reversed. The structure is very light 
and compact. - 

I have illustrated and described my im 
proved mechanical movement in the form 
preferred by me on account of its simplicity 
and compactness. I am, however, aware that 
it is capable of considerable variation in struc 
tural details without departing from my in 
vention. ' 

Having thus described my invention, what 
I claim as new, and desire to secure by Letters 
Patent, is— 

1. In a structure of the class described, the 
combination of ahead, adapted to reciprocate, 
having parallel ways therein; racks oppositely 
arranged in said ways; a pair of mutilated 
pinions having radial slots therein arranged 
in said ways; a shaft having a chamber there 
in; ‘a rocker in said chamber; keys resting 
against said rocker, adapted to engage the 
slots in said pinions when in their outer posi 
tion; sliding blocks in said slots adapted to 
engage said keys; rock-shafts supported at 
the ends of said ways; arms or trips on said 
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rock-shafts, adapted to alternately project into 
said ways as said rock-shafts are adjusted to 
engage said blocks whereby said keys are 
shifted, for the purpose speci?ed. 

2. In a structure of the class described, the 
combination of a head, adapted to reciprocate, 
having parallel ways therein; racks oppositely 
arranged in said ways; a pair of mutilated 
pinions having radial slots therein arranged 
in said ways; a shaft havinga chamber there 
in; a rocker in said chamber; keys resting 
against said rocker adapted to engage the slots 
in said pinions when in their outer position; 
rock-shafts supported at the ends ofsaid ways; 
arms or trips on said rock-shafts, adapted to 
alternately project into said ways, as said rock 
shafts are adjusted; and means for shifting 
said keys controlled by said trips, for the pur 
pose speci?ed. , 

8. In a structure of the class described, the 
combination of apitman~head, having parallel 
ways therein; racks oppositely arranged in 
said ways; a pair of mutilated pinions having 
radial slots therein arranged in said ways; 
a shaft having a chamber therein; a rocker 
supported on a suitable bearing in said cham 
ber; keys resting against said rocker adapted 
to engage the slots in said pinions when in 
their outer position; sliding blocks in said 
slots adapted to engage said keys; trips at the 
ends of said ways adapted to engage said 
blocks, whereby said keys are shifted; and 
means for shifting said trips to throw them 
into and out of operative position, for the 
purpose speci?ed. 

4. In a structure of the class described, the 
combination of apitman-head, having parallel 
ways therein; racks oppositely arranged in 
said ways; a pair of mutilated pinions having 
radial slots therein arranged in said ways; a 
shaft having a chamber therein; a rocker in 
said chamber; keys restingagainst said rocker 
adapted to engage the slots in said pinions 
when in their outer position; trips arranged 
at the ends of said ways; means for shift~ 
ing said trips to throw them into and out of 
operative position; and means for shifting 
said keys controlled. by said trips. 

5. In a structure of the class described, the 
combination of apitman-head, having parallel 
ways therein; racks oppositely arranged in 
said ways; a pair of mutilated pinions having 
radial slots therein arranged in said ways; a 
shaft having a chamber therein; a rocker in 
said chamber; keys restingagainstsaid rocker 
adapted to engage the slots in said pinions 
when in their outer position; and means for 
shifting said keys. 

6. In a structure of the class described, the 
combination of ahead adapted to reciprocate, 
having parallel ways therein; racks oppositely 
arranged in said ways; a pair of mutilated 
pinions arranged in said ways; a shaft having 
a chamber therein; a rocker in said chamber; 
keys adapted to engage said pinions when in 
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their outer position, resting against said 
rocker; ‘and means for shifting said keys, for 
the purpose speci?ed. ‘ 

7. In a structure of the class described, the 
combination of a head adapted to reciprocate, 
having parallel ways therein; racks oppositely 
arranged in said ways; a pair of mutilated 
pinions arranged in said ways; a shaft; keys 
adapted to alternately connect said pinions to 

8 ) 

said shaft; and means for shifting said keys, IQ 
for the purpose speci?ed. 

‘ In Witness whereof I have hereunto set my 
hand in the presence of two witnesses. 

JOSEPH SHELINE. 
Witnesses: 

JAMEs H. KINNANE, 
J . R. EDWARDS. 


